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ABSTRACT:

Introduction: Studies on patient safety in Primary Health Care (PHC) are up to date; however, there are no details on professionals' actual performance in relation to this matter. Thus, it is important to evaluate the safety culture characterization among nursing professionals in this scenario, since it will promote better care for users.

Objective: To evaluate the patient safety culture from the perspective of nurses in Primary Health Care.

Method: Descriptive study of quantitative approach carried out in fourteen health Units in Curitiba City, Paraná State (PR), Brazil from July to December 2017. There were forty-three nurses participating in this study. Medical Office Survey on Patient Safety Culture (MOSPSC) was the tool used, comprising fifty-one questions that evaluate twelve dimensions of patient safety. This tool, Portuguese version, showed a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.95, which expresses high reliability. All data were analyzed by Descriptive Statistics using Likert scale.

Results: Inconsistencies were found related to the information exchange with other institutions, work process, fear of guilt, punishment for errors, and management. In the overall evaluation, 50% of the Family Health Strategy (FHS) professionals rated patient safety “very good”, and 73.9% of Basic Health Units (BHU) professionals rated patient safety “good”.
Conclusion: Results show a safety culture with potentialities and weaknesses that need to be developed, considering the nurse the cornerstone to the success of quality and safety enhancement of patient in Primary Health Care.
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INTRODUCTION

Discussions on patient safety have been of fundamental importance to improve the quality in health organizations on the world scene.\(^{(1)}\) The World Health Organization (WHO)\(^{(2)}\) defined patient safety as the risk reduction of unnecessary damage related to health care to an acceptable minimum considered a health care quality dimension. However in this logic, it is known that zero error is unlikely in health care.\(^{(3,4)}\)
Currently, patient safety research is focused on the hospital context, and studies show scarcity of scientific literature on Primary Health Care (PHC).\(^{(5)}\) PHC is considered the main entry point to the Sistema Único de Saúde (Unified Health System) (SUS, Brazilian acronym), the health care level most used by the population, and the communication center among Health Care Networks (HCN) in Brazil.\(^{(6,7)}\) In Curitiba City, there are two models of Health Units in PHC, Family Health Strategy Units (FHS) and Basic Health Units (BHU).\(^{(6)}\)

Adverse events are also common in PHC, but the principle of not causing harm must be strictly linked to the PHC role; for that, it is needed to extend the discussion about safe care, looking for implementing it in health organizations as a cultural process, promoting the participation by professionals and stimulating debate and discussion on the theme, helping to implement strategies aimed at improving the safety and health care culture.\(^{(5,8)}\) In this sense, the nurse plays a key role in the development of actions that promote patient safety in the PHC, as an interlocutor between the health system and the user, leading to generate changes in the workplace and strength the patient safety culture.\(^{(9,10)}\)

For the achievement of safe care, the safety culture is understood as a multifactorial structure that promotes the system actions to prevent and reduce harm so that health professionals and organizations can share practices, values, attitudes, and behavior for harm reduction and promote safe health care.\(^{(8)}\)

In this way, it is important to evaluate the safety culture characterization among the PHC professionals, making it possible to analyze the organizational conditions that cause possible adverse events to service users, as well as, to diagnose the safety culture level, internal and external benchmarking, use effective strategies aimed at patient safety and interventions in safety culture evolution in the medium and long term.\(^{(11)}\)

Taking into account the need to discuss the recommendations for the improvement of patient safety culture in PHC presented by the nurses, and the lack of Brazilian national literature on the theme, this study aims to evaluate the patient safety culture under nurses’ perspective in PHC.

**METHODOLOGY**

It is a descriptive research of quantitative approach, carried out in fourteen Health Units belonging to a Sanitary District of Curitiba City, Paraná State (PR), Brazil, composed of seven Basic Health Units (BHU) and seven Family Health Strategy (FHS). A sanitary district was chosen for carryind out this study among ten sanitary subdivisions in the municipality, managed separately subject to variations in the organizational culture. This study is part of the research project titled “Avaliação e Planejamento da Segurança do Paciente e da Qualidade em Saúde: em busca de ações estratégicas para a melhoria do cuidado” (“Evaluation and Planning of Patient Safety and Health Quality: in search of strategic actions for care improvement”).

The ethical aspects described in the Resolution No. 466/2012 of the National Health Council (CNS, Brazilian acronym) and in the Circular Letter No. 51-SEI/2017 were support for this study. This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of
The PHC professional population in this Sanitary District was composed of fifty-two nurses. Professionals who worked longer than six months at this study site were included and those who were away from their activities, for vacation or health/maternity leave, in the time of data collection were not included. The sample loss consisted of two FHS professionals who refused to participate in this study, a nurse from BHU who did not deliver the instrument completed at the time of data collection, and six nurses who were on vacation or maternity leave. This study final sample was composed of forty-three participants, of which twenty nurses belonging to FHS units and twenty-three from the BHUs, from July to December 2017.

Regarding the Units characteristics, the FHS objective is to reorganize the PHC in the country under the Sistema Único de Saúde (SUS, Brazilian acronym) (Health Unic System) regulatory standards. The teams are responsible for monitoring a certain number of families, boosting actions to promote, prevent, recover, and rehabilitate health, diseases, and other injuries. The nursing professional working hours is forty hours a week in FHS. Basic Health Units (BHU) is the type of unit that must meet the principles and guidelines proposed for basic care. The municipal administration can form the teams according to the municipality characteristics and needs. Its goal is to ensure access, connection among people, professionals, community, coordination, and care longitudinality. The nursing working hours is thirty hours a week in BHU. (6)

The data collection approach started via telephone call to the immediate manager of each Unit and the research and its objectives were explained. Subsequently, a day was scheduled for the researcher to go to the study site and meet the participants in their work environment, make a formal invitation and present the research objectives along with the Free and Informed Consent Term (FICT). The evaluation tool and the FICT were delivered to the professionals who agreed to participate. Participants had the option to answer the evaluation tool in working hours or deliver it on another date. The Medical Office Survey on Patient Safety Culture (MOSPSC) was the tool used. (12) This tool is composed of fifty-one questions that assess twelve patient safety dimensions and, in the Brazilian context, it was translated, adapted, and validated. (8) The tool Portuguese version showed a Cronbach alpha coefficient of 0.95, which expresses high reliability. (8)

Data from the MOSPSC completion were entered in Excel® spreadsheet, double typed, and analyzed using Descriptive Statistics. The gradual progression of data comprehension was carried out using the Likert scale according to the denominations of sections and the respective Units model (FHS/BHU). Items of C, D, E, and F sections had score inversion to follow the sequential logic of positive, neutral, and negative points of the other items in the tool. The inverted questions were: (c3), (c6), (c8), (c10), (c12), (c14), (d4), (d7), (d10), (e1), (e2), (e4), (f3), (f4), and (f6). They were labeled "inv".
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RESULTS

Forty-three nurses participated in the study, 74.4% (n=32) occupied a care position and 25.6% (n=11) occupied a management position (called a “local health authority”), aged from 30 to more than 50 years old.

Due to the tool extension, it was decided to present the results, the description of the most important data that showed low scores of each section in each Unit and the percentage of valid discordant answers of each section (Figure 1). It can be noticed that in the FHS there was predominance of disagreement in section E; in BHU, there was predominance of disagreement in section C. This fact shows high concern for PHC patient safety.

Section A provides description of events that may interfere in the user safety and the care quality. Concerning question (a1) about FHS care (“A patient could not get appointment within 48 hours for a serious/chronic health issue”), the following answers were obtained: (a) "at least once a week" [20% (n=4)]; (b) "at least once a month" [10% (n=2)]; and (c) "daily" [5% (n=1)]. In BHU, 21.5% of participants (n=5) reported the possible event of "at least once a week".

Section B referred to issues related to the information exchange with other health institutions. The questions (b3) (“pharmacies”) and (b4) (“hospitals”) showed events of daily issues regarding the information exchange with other institutions in the FHS. In BHU, there were many choices in the item, "It does not apply or I do not know"; however, issues related to image centers/laboratories got a lot of attention, in which 26.1% (n=6) chose “Several issues in the last 12 months” and 13% (n=3) chose "Daily issues" related to the hospitals. Specifying the “Issues at least once a month” in the Social Action Foundation (SAF), one participant (4.4%) pointed the "Others" item.
Section C relates to the work process. Regarding the question (c3.inv) ("In this service we often feel rushed when attending the patient") in the FHS, 50% (n=10) of professionals reported yes, they feel rushed. In BHU, 43.5% (n=10) of the professionals also reported that they feel rushed in this issue. However, 39.1% (n=9) were in a neutral position, pointing "I do not agree or disagree".

Section D refers to communication and medical monitoring. In the FHS, for the question (d7.inv) ("The staff of this service believe that their mistakes can be used against themselves"), 45% (n=9) of professionals answered yes. In BHU, this item showed the worst evaluation with 52.2% (n=12) of the participants answering also that the errors can be used against themselves.

Section E relates to the managers/administrators/leaders and the respondents were only the non-manager nurses. In the FHS, the high rate of professional dissatisfaction in this section was analyzed, since the most answers were "totally disagree" and "disagree". In (e.4 inv) item ("They often make decisions based on what is best for the service rather than what is best for the patients"), 43.7% (n=7) of the participants reported negative connotations, because they agree that most decisions are based on improving the service in detriment of the user. For this same issue in BHU, 26.7% (n=4) agreed with this statement, but 33.3% (n=5) kept "neutral".

Section F refers to the workplace of the health professional. Regarding the question (f.6 inv) ("In this service, the number of activities performed is more important than the care quality provided") in the FHS, there was the worse evaluation, since 30% (n=6) of the nurses agreed with the statement. In the (f4.inv) item ("Is only by chance that we do not make more mistakes that affect our patients") in BHU, 17.4% (n=4) of the participants believe that it is true. In the question (f6.inv), only 39.4% (n=7) of participants agree with the question.

Finally, section G was divided into two categories, G.1, overall quality evaluation, and G.2, general patient safety evaluation. The FHS presented three questions that showed negative answers. One of them was (g1c) ("Especially: It minimizes waiting times and delays, potentially harmful") with 20% (n=4) considering this statement "reasonable". In G.2 category, 50% (n=10) of the nurses marked "Very good" the patient's safety in primary care, and only 10% (n=2) considered "reasonable".

In UBS, two categories attracted attention due to the high rate of negativism. For the (g1c) question ("Especially: It minimizes waiting times and delays, potentially harmful"), 30.4% (n=7) of participants answered "reasonable", and to (g1d) question ("Efficient: Ensures good effective-cost care (avoiding wastage, overuse and misuse of services)", 21.7% (n=5) of the participants also considered it "reasonable". In the (G.2) category, 73.9% (n=17) of the professionals evaluated the patient safety in the PHC "Good" and 26.1% (n=6), evaluated "Very good". It was also found that no professional considered this category with negative aspects.

**DISCUSSION**

The results obtained with the application of the questionnaire allowed the evaluation of the safety culture by the nurses from the Sanitary District, as well as, identification of strengths and weaknesses points.
It is understood that PHC is the entry point to the health system and the difficulty of access shows that the user looking for the services not necessarily has this access guaranteed. The obstacles for scheduling appointments, medical care, and the delay in some health check puts into question the PHC role of ordinance that end up serving as alibi for the attempts to displace it as a entry point to SUS.\(^{(13)}\)

The inconsistencies in the information exchange were evident and daily in the PHC context. Efficient communication avoids errors; however, the existence of barriers that make it difficult results in important meanings for both professionals and users. Studies have shown that ineffective communication among health professionals has been one of the contributing factors for adverse events, accounting for more than 70% of the root causes of errors in health care.\(^{(14,15)}\)

This can be noticed not only in the workplace, but also at other health institutions, especially in PHC, since it needs to share information with hospitals, laboratories, healthy special centers, and other départements and institutions. This item is considered of prime importance for PHC care, since communication with other health services is deficient.\(^{(16)}\) In this way, it is recommended to improve and articulate the communication among the main areas involved for developing and promoting positive actions for patient safety (communication skills training programs, practical simulations, and standardized ways to present information to users), minimizing risks and ensuring safe and quality care.\(^{(15,17)}\)

Regarding the work process, Brazilian health institutions have been facing a lack of health planning and, as showed in this study, professionals feel rushed to provide care to the user often due to the high service demand, which, added to workload, can compromise user safety in PHC. However, the Ministry of Health, the National Sanitary Surveillance Agency, and other ministerial bodies in Brazil have implemented policies to improve care resulting in a consequent increase in patient safety in Brazilian institutions.

A Brazilian study shows that factors such as service management, human resources deficit, work overload, interpersonal relationship, communication breakdown, and low continuity of care provided to users have compromised the health care in institutions.\(^{(18)}\)

Although expressing their opinions, the professionals of the FHS and BHU believe that their errors can be used against themselves, showing weakness in this dimension and confirming another study carried out in the PHC context.\(^{(19)}\) Tying mistake to guilty is still a common practice in a punitive work environment, as well as concluding that mistakes are caused by the health care professionals due to their carelessness or inattention. When professionals do not express their opinions or do not report an alleged error, the issues will remain or even worsen, so the safety culture must be aligned with the discussions and priorities of the institutions, excluding the punitive culture.\(^{(20,15)}\)

It is also critical to encourage teams that mistakes and guilty events can be chances to turn them into opportunities to discuss, improve care, critically reflect about, and prevent recurring events with the same cause.\(^{(19)}\)

In the management-related dimension, the FHS participants showed dissatisfaction with their managers, administrators, and leaders, countering the BHU professionals
who remained neutral. Widely, managers’ commitment to patient safety is an essential element for the strengthening of a safety culture, since management is an important tool of institutional policy, incorporating an articulator and interactive character. \( ^{21} \)

Managers or administrators are recognized as a subculture of the safety culture with responsibility for the service to the user, as well as, designing the pertinent elements for the construction of patient safety, including existing gaps, which involve reduction in the patient care quality. \( ^{22} \)

The nurses agreed that their work process is effective for error prevention, which can be aligned to establishment of a good relationship among the professional team. The identification of risks in user safety is considered a strategy for the development of safety culture \( ^{23} \) in PHC. However, with respect to negative connotation answers, nurses reported that the amount of activities performed is more important than the quality. It is known that this aspect results negatively for patient safety, especially in the FHS context, since this program is focused on family care.

At the end of this analysis, the tool used provides the overall evaluation of these health services. Regarding the general evaluation and the quality, the nurses of the FHS and BHU consider their workplaces "very good" or "good". This professional perception is important for direct risk evaluation because it contributes to care apropriate management, focusing on the error prevention and on the safety culture implementation in PHC. \( ^{21} \)

These research contributions may serve as a foundation for managers to analyze the relevance of understanding the patient safety culture in PHC. One study showed that many adverse events found in the hospital come from PHC and, often, go unnoticed by health professionals. It is understood that this theme is more focused on the hospital environment, considering that care is more complex. \( ^{7} \)

Studying patient safety culture in PHC is fundamental for advancing knowledge about the risks, magnitude, and nature of adverse events caused by unsafe practices. Considering these aspects, specific protocols can be developed for safe care in PHC.

**CONCLUSION**

The evaluation of safety culture in PHC is multifactorial and goes beyond elements related to the structure, process, and results of health work. In the scenario studied, the punitive culture focuses on the errors, by the fear that professionals must report them.

It is emphasized the need to strengthen patient safety discussions in PHC to promote the professionals’ awareness about their ethical commitment and effective communication, aiming to strengthening non-punitive culture. The negative evaluation assigned by FHS professionals to managers is a challenge to PHC.

The participation of only nurses and not multiprofessional team is a limitation for this study, which did not allow evaluating globally the safety culture. However, the importance of nursing engagement for safe and quality practices is known, and the nurse is the basis of this process and fundamental for the skills improvement knowledge, and strategy developments that promote patient safety.
It is understood that the safety culture in PHC is a complex phenomenon, which needs to be identified to provide better actions and to create tools to assist and promote safe care. The user of these services must also be introduced in this battle, since they are also responsible for their safety, helping to identify and prevent adverse events and promoting safety.
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